
EPIC MOVEMENT FOR CLIMBING. 
SUPERIOR CONTROL FOR SKIING. 
SERIOUS COMFORT FOR BOTH.

 
BACKLAND
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REMOVABLE 
QUICK CLICK TONGUE

What makes Backland boots really stand out is the epic way they move.
This is thanks to our new Free/Lock 2.0 mechanism that frees the cuff from the 
shell for incredible 74° cuff mobility. Plus a Frictionless Pivot for super smooth 
movement, a completely removable tongue for effortless climbing and a Rockered 
Sole made from Skywalk Rubber for extra grip. 

And like all good touring boots they’re super light, with the Backland Carbon Light 
weighing in at only 987g.

The result? Climbing with Backland feels unbelievably natural. Almost like wearing 
hiking boots.

EPIC MOVEMENT FOR CLIMBING

FREE/LOCK 2.0
WALK MODE

ROCKERED
SOLE

FRICTIONLESS 
PIVOT
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SUPERIOR CONTROL FOR SKIING
Unlike other lightweight Adventure Touring boots, Backland is packed with Atomic 
skiing technology for awesome downhill performance – like the Carbon Spine that 
provides extra strength but keeps weight down. In addition, the new Cross Lace 
system wraps the foot securely from three points for superb foothold.  
The Free/Lock 2.0 mechanism locks the cuff to the shell for stability and lets you 
adjust your forward lean for skiing. All that, plus you can insert an extra supportive 
tongue for powerful skiing as part of the Quick Click Tongue system. 

CROSS LACE

CARBON SPINE

QUICK CLICK 
TONGUE

FREE/LOCK 2.0
SKI MODE
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SERIOUS COMFORT
Feet get a rough ride in touring. To keep them comfortable we’ve created the  
Backland Platinum Liner. Packed with our all-mountain boot technology combined 
with touring-specific features, it’s the most advanced touring liner ever. It’s completely 
breathable, so excess heat and moisture can escape and feet stay drier, warmer and 
less prone to blisters. It’s also fully washable to solve the old odor problem. 

100% safe to hand wash  
to keep the liner clean and 
odor-free.

WASHABLE

The perforated and waterproof 
engineering allows excess heat 
and moisture to escape for warm, 
dry feet all day long. 

WARM AND BREATHABLE 

At only 229g thanks to super 
lightweight Ultralon foam.

LIGHTWEIGHT

With support zones in calf, ankle 
and tongue for superb downhill 
performance.

SUPPORTIVE

With a great fit out of the box, 
plus Memory Fit heat-fitting 
technology. 

PERSONALIZABLE
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Made with Skywalk Rubber for easier 
walking and better climbing.

ROCKERED SOLE

FRICTIONLESS PIVOT

74° movement for climbing. Plus 13°-15° 
adjustable forward lean for skiing. 

FREE/LOCK 2.0

For maximum power and minimum weight.

CARBON SPINE

FINE TUNE YOUR TOURING
Our brand-new Backland boots make touring much more efficient 
and a better experience for everyone.

Provides a fully personalized fit with 
advanced heat-fitting technology.

MEMORY FIT

Wraps the foot from three points to hold it 
securely.

CROSS LACE

Instantly switch from no tongue for climbing  
to a supportive tongue for skiing.

QUICK CLICK TONGUE

Perforated, quick drying and breathable 
for warmer, drier feet.

BREATHABLE LINER

74° movement for climbing. Plus 13°-15° 
adjustable forward lean for skiing. 

FREE/LOCK 2.0

For maximum power and minimum weight.

CARBON SPINE

Igus polymer bushings provide a completely 
natural movement for effortless ascents. 
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